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Abstract

Mobile computing environments are traditionally resource-constrained
with mobile computers typically characterized by less network bandwidth
and power availability than stationary computers. Ideally, users should be
able to experience both mobility and performance without sacri cing one
for another. Therefore, there is a need for information retrieval policies that
are resource ecient.
In this work we propose policies for doing resource-ecient information
transfer. The basis of the proposed policies is that information users tend
to have di erent levels of interest for components within an information element. The new policies we propose use a user pro le in ltering out the \useless" or \uninteresting" information components, to minimize the amount
of information transferred and processed. The work focuses on an implementation for the transfer of network news to minimize wireless bandwidth
and mobile computer power use. The implementation was done through
modi cations to the xrn newsreader and Network News Transfer Protocol
(NNTP) for a lter process to transfer individual article components (such
as headers or screens of the article body) to the mobile host.
The transfer policies are evaluated individually and in combination with
respect to network bandwidth and the number of requests needed for the
newsreader to obtain components of a article. Behavior of the policies with
respect to information transfer latency is also evaluated. The results from
testing show that for a variety of users and article sizes, user pro le-based
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component-level ltering policies yield better overall performance than conventional transfer methods.
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1 Introduction
The popularity of mobile computing is steadily increasing as the performance of
portable computers continues to rise, and the availability of wireless communication technology increases. However, with the advantage of portability comes
the fact that mobile computing is inherently a resource-constrained environment.
Users must sacri ce network bandwidth and storage capacity, as well as power
availability for mobility. Therefore, it is important to make the most e ective use
of all of the system resources.
Researchers in mobile computing area predict that information retrieval will
be one of the driving applications of mobile computing [6, 9]. Other applications
such as personal communication through e-mail and reliance on servers in the
network for executables combine with information retrieval to make network access
a dominant aspect of mobile computing.
The network bandwidth scarcity that characterizes mobile computing makes
ecient network bandwidth utilization all the more important. Another potentially useful aspect that arises from bandwidth conservation is that it leads to
reduced amounts of information transfer to the mobile hosts and hence more effective utilization of the limited storage capabilities of a mobile host. Another
important property of wireless data transmission and reception adds a power consumption dimension to the above problem. Wireless communication is characterized by asymmetric power consumption for message transmissions and receptions.
Transmission of wireless messages cost more in terms of power than reception of
wireless messages [5, 9]. Thus any attempt to e ectively utilize the bandwidth
should not perform poorly with respect to power consumption as a result of an
inordinate number of transmissions from the mobile host. Reducing additional
wireless transmissions from the mobile host also aids in improving the response
time of the system to the user who is browsing information. Though it is not clear
at this moment as to which of the two concerns is more serious, a solution to the
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resource utilization problem should try to minimize both bandwidth use and power
consumption.
In our work we have examined information transfer policies that make e ective
use of the limited wireless bandwidth while conserving as much power as possible by reducing wireless transmissions from the mobile host. Our original work
tested the e ectiveness of these policies through simulation using network news
as a representative information domain [11]. This work successfully demonstrated
that policies employing a user pro le-based based approach for ltering the components of information elements sent to a mobile host could be more e ective than
traditional policies. We have followed up this work with an implementation of
these policies by modifying the xrn newsreader and enhancing the Network News
Transfer Protocol (NNTP) to test these policies with actual users [10].
The remainder of this paper describes related work in mobile computing and
information ltering. We then describe the speci c problem we focused on in the
context of other work on information ltering and describe the information transfer
policies we examined. The results from testing implementations of these policies
and their signi cance is presented followed by conclusions drawn from this work
and directions for future study.

2 Related Work
The problem of e ectively utilizing the resources of mobile computers, especially
network bandwidth and power, has received attention from the research community. In the design of the Wit system, applications were structured to reveal information on which data are necessary and important, which data will be needed
immediately and what alternatives can be done if the data are unavailable under
loss of network connectivity [12]. Researchers at Rutgers University have developed a protocol to conserve power by allowing a mobile host to remain in an energy
ecient doze mode [5].
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Work at MIT has focussed on producing a WWW browser that does caching
and prefetching to hide the latency of wireless networks by reducing the burstiness
of the network access trac [6]. They also hint at using a proxy server running on
the base station to monitor access patterns and use this information in prefetching
frequently accessed data. The approach of monitoring access patterns to obtain
knowledge on what to prefetch bears some similarity to our approach, but it was
not the main focus of their work.
In their work on modifying Unix for use in a nomadic environment, the nomadic
systems group in Sun Microsystems has developed a mail application to make
more ecient use of the wireless bandwidth by reducing the amount of unused
information that is transferred [2]. The work at Sun indexes mail messages server
based on attributes of the message and then the complete mail item is fetched from
the mail server. This approach uses component-level information in the ltering
operation, but does not do component-level ltering.
Research work on mobile computing at the Columbia University has examined
inter-process communication mechanisms for the mobile environments [1]. The
work classi es the components of an interprocess message hierarchically according
to the degree of importance to help distinguish vital data from incidental data.
Follow-up work has been to translate this approach into a generalized architecture
for distributed systems [13]. This work is similar to our's, but it does not specify
how the components of a message are classi ed into an importance hierarchy.

3 Approach
The fundamental approach of this work is to lter the components of an information sent to a user at a mobile host in order to make more ecient use of the
available resources. An information element is the smallest information unit|for
example an article, a le or a document. Information components are parts of an
information element that describe aspects or attributes of the concept that the
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information element represents. Depending on the concept they represent, information elements from a universe can be grouped into sub-universes. For example,
the sub-universe of network news contains news articles that appear on di erent
topics and are distributed to a large number of sites that are on the Internet.
Depending on the sub-universe, it can be further broken down into smaller subdomains. For example, the network news sub-universe can be broken down into
di erent newsgroups that carry discussions on speci c topics.
Information ltering can occur at a number of di erent levels as shown in Figure
1. At the highest level, users select particular information sub-universes of interest
to them. Further ltering can be done until at the lowest level of the ltering
hierarchy we obtain information elements that quali ed in the ltering process at
each level of the hierarchy. Filtering of information at each level is a matching
of the user's interests called the user pro le, with the attributes of the elements
of the particular domain that is being considered at that level. Most information
ltering schemes use a user pro le as a guide in identifying information that does
or does not match user preferences [3, 8].
As Figure 1 illustrates, conventional information ltering is used to identify
those information elements most likely of interest to a user. However, our work
has looked at a di erent type of ltering|at the component level. This approach
is motivated by the observation that users are not equally interested in all the
components of an information element, particularly elements that are composed
of a large number of components. Our hypothesis is that if user preferences with
respect to components of an information element can be gathered, then they can
be used to lter out components and transmit just the important components,
thereby increasing the e ective utilization of the resources.
Component-level ltering does not have any restriction on the information subuniverses over which it can be applied. For reasons of feasibility, and to help
be focused amidst the myriad of information sub-universes that exist, we choose
network news because it is a popular information sub-universe and is a canonical
5
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application for the mobile computing environment. Our speci c aim then was to
propose schemes for resource-ecient transfer of network news between the xed
network and the mobile host. Though the study focused on network news, the
principles behind the techniques developed are general enough to be applied in
any information browsing environment.
Network news is an Internet-wide bulletin board system for discussion on a
variety of topics, organized into newsgroups. Typically a central news server for
a site serves as the repository for news articles posted on di erent newsgroups.
Client programs executing on behalf of the users interact with this news server
to perform operations such as reading articles, which is the focus of our work.
The interaction between a news client and server is governed by an application
layer level protocol called the Network News Transfer Protocol (NNTP) [7]. News
articles, though unrestricted in contents and size, are required to have a well de ned
structure [4]. A news article is divisible into a header and a body (or contents)
portion. The header portion contains a number of header elds, with each header
eld on a separate line of text. Only a few header elds are required, but many
others exist and news applications are free to create new header elds. After the
headers comes the body of the article. The body of the article is an unrestricted
text stream. Though the body of the article is unrestricted in size, it is normally
displayed screen-by-screen by newsreaders where the size of a screen is dependent
upon on the newsreader. In our work we used a screen size of 30 lines, which is
the default size used by our xrn newsreader.
This organization and use of news articles naturally causes di erent pieces of an
article to have di erent qualities of information for users in terms of their interest
in the piece. Due to the typical sequential, screen-by-screen display of news article
body within a newsreader, portions of it which lie within the rst screen are read
more frequently than those within the following screens. If we think of each screen
(in our case 30 lines) as a component of the article then initial components within
the body of the article have a higher quality. Similarly, each header of an article
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is a component and each of these components has a di erent level of importance.
Some elds such as the subject or the author have higher priority, while optional
headers often have a low priority.

4 Information Transfer Policies
The goal of our work is to develop policies that try to both minimize the amount
of data transferred from a news server at a base station to a newsreader on a
mobile host and also minimize the number of requests for information made by the
mobile host to the base host. The approach we used was to investigate information
transfer policies that exploited the di erent qualities of information we identi ed
for components within an information element. The environment we used to test
these policies is shown in Figure 2.
NNTP Communication
News
Server

Modified Xrn Newsreader
Where Transfer Policies
and Enhanced NNTP Operate

Filter
Process

Conceptual Fixed Network

Simulated Wireless Link

Conceptual Mobile Host

Figure 2: Scenario Where the Policies Operate
Figure 2 shows that a news lter server process was created, which communicates with the news server via NNTP. These two servers constitute the base host
for our study. The newsreader, a version of xrn modi ed to handle all policies
communications with the lter process using an enhanced version of NNTP. Xrn
displays one line summaries (subject, author, number of lines) for each article in a
newsgroup, from which a user can select articles to retrieve and read. Our enhancements allow xrn to request speci c screen components and headers within a news
article. In contrast, the standard NNTP protocol allows three retrieval options:
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only the headers, only the body or both the headers and body of an article. As the
gure shows, the policies were tested by simulating actual wireless transmission
rates.
The speci c policies within this environment are described in the following. The
policies themselves only are concerned with transfer of components from the body
of the article. In terms of headers, each policy transfers only the set of headers
preferred by a user as part of his/her pro le. Potential resource savings based on
transferring only user preferred headers is addressed in the Results section.

4.1 Transfer All Policy
The Transfer All Policy serves as the rst of two baseline policies used to evaluate
the remaining policies. This policy behaves almost in the same fashion as conventional news transfer. When a newsreader requests to retrieve an article, this
policy results in the transmission of the entire article, with the exception of article
headers not preferred by the user (consistent with the handling of headers by all
policies). No other information ltering takes place.

4.2 Minimal Transfer Policy
The Minimal Transfer Policy serves as the second baseline policy used in this work.
The lter process transmits only speci cally requested article screens. The mobile
client transmits a separate request to the lter for each article screen desired. As
opposed to the Transfer All Policy, this policy guarantees that a user retrieves
only desired article screens. Thus this policy is optimal with respect to use of
bandwidth, but yields the greatest number of requests.

4.3 Two Screen Cuto Policy
This policy is similar to the Minimal Transfer Policy, but initially transfers two
screens of information when a user requests to read an article. Otherwise it is
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identical to the previous policy in making additional requests.

4.4 Static User Pro le Policy
The Static User Pro le Policy utilizes a user pro le to assign importance to each
component and a cuto value to determine the initial transmission of desired article
components. Implementation of this and the remaining policies assume that the
mobile host client sends the user pro le, cuto value and list of preferred headers
upon initial connection with the lter server.
The user pro le assumes that articles are read in a serial manner beginning
with the rst screen. While this assumption is not necessary for our work it
simpli es the implementation. A user pro le is a set up tuples. A sample pro le is
< 1; 47% >; < 2; 62% >; < 3; 67% >; < 4; 83% > and < 5; 100% >. These numbers
mean that 47% of the time the user does not read beyond the rst screen when
viewing an article, 62% beyond the second screen and so on. In this example, the
user never reads beyond ve screens. The pro le could be set by the user, but in
our testing is calculated based upon the rst ten articles examined by a user. Note
that the pro le does not account for the fact that articles are of di erent sizes.
The cuto value controls the number of initial screens that are transferred to
the newsreader. A cuto of 70% would cause an initial transfer of three screens
with the sample user pro le. After the initial transmission for this policy, the
mobile user may request additional components of the current article, at which
time the lter transmits only the next screen of that article.

4.5 Dynamic User Pro le Policy
This policy is identical to the Static User Pro le Policy in that it also transmits
the initial number of components based on the user pro le and cuto value, and
it transmits only one component at a time for each subsequent request for more of
the current article. The di erence with this policy is that here the user pro le is
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periodically updated to re ect recent article component usage behavior (number
of components actually used per article) for that user. This policy does not rely
on the same static user pro le for the duration of an entire news reading session,
but gradually changes the pro le based on most current usage patterns.

4.6 Static Eager Remaining Send Policy
The Static Eager Remaining Send Policy functions just as the Static User Pro le
Policy for the determination of the initial number of article screens to transmit
to the mobile client. However, the Static Eager Remaining Send Policy transmits
all remaining screens of the current article upon a second request from the mobile
client for more of that article. The expectation is that the article is of interest to
the user and is likely to be read in its entirety.

5 Results
In the following we highlight results of testing these policies with varied users and
articles. [10] contains more complete results. Although the speci c testing environments were di erent, these results are consistent in outcome with those obtained in
our previous simulation work [11]. The results shown are for two scenarios: typical
users, typical articles and typical users, large articles. In the rst case we employed
sample users to read news articles of their choice under a modi ed version of xrn,
which traced their news reading actions. We then automatically tested each of the
transfer policies using the user trace to obtain results for each policy for that user.
The user pro le for a user was determined based upon the rst ten articles with
the succeeding articles read used for evaluating policy performance.
A small problem with this scenario was that the news articles read were relatively small (86% were 1-3 screens) partially because the articles themselves are
small and partially because the size of our \screen" was 30 lines, which is larger
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than one would expect in a mobile environment. Hence, the other scenario examines the case where large articles (59% greater than 10 screens) were read. The
results for the scenarios in terms of bandwidth eciency, request eciency and
a combination of the two are given below. We also examine other results from
savings for header components and network latency.

5.1 Bandwidth Eciency
The rst measure used to determine the e ectiveness of each transfer policy and
cuto value for minimizing wireless bandwidth waste is the bandwidth eciency.
The approach used in this work was to express the bandwidth eciency with
respect to transmission of only desired information. This eciency measure is
expressed as the ratio of the amount of desired information transmitted to the
total amount of information transmitted and is determined as follows:
Bandwidth Eciency =
(amount of desired information transmitted / total information transmitted) * 100
Figure 3 shows the bandwidth eciency results for the policies with di erent
cuto values in the typical user, typical articles scenario. All bandwidth eciency
results shown are measured in terms of bytes rather than screens.
As shown, the Minimal Transfer Policy always yields an eciency of 100%
because it only transmits articles actually read by the user. At the other extreme,
the Transfer All Policy is always the least ecient by transmitting the entire article
whether it is all read or not. However, it has an eciency of 79% in this scenario
because articles are relatively small in terms of the number of screens. The other
policies lie in between these two extremes. Note that only the pro le-based policies
change in performance for di erent cuto values.
To better examine the di erences between these policies we also examined a
scenario using large articles (most containing more than ten screens). These results
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Figure 3: Average Bandwidth Eciency (Typical User, Typical Articles)
are shown in Figure 4. As shown, the Transfer All Policy now has a bandwidth
eciency of only 30%. The pro le-based policies perform well (except for Static
Eager) under low cuto values, but less well under higher cuto values as they
more closely resemble the Transfer All Policy.

5.2 Request Eciency
The request eciency, used to measure the power usage, is de ned as the ratio of
the di erence between the number of requests necessary when using the Minimal
Transfer Policy and number of requests necessary when using the current policy,
to the number of requests necessary when using the Minimal Transfer Policy:
Request Eciency =
((# requests for Minimal Policy - # requests for current policy) /
# requests for Minimal Policy) * 100
Figure 5 shows the request eciency results for the policies and di erent cuto
values in the typical user, typical articles scenario. In contrast to bandwidth
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Figure 4: Average Bandwidth Eciency (Typical User, Large Articles)
eciency, the Minimal Policy always has a zero request eciency and the Transfer
All Policy the best (it always requires just one request for an article). Similar to
the bandwidth eciency results for this scenario, the range of results is relatively
small. Again this result is because the typical articles contain relatively few screens
of information.
Figure 6 shows the request eciencies for the policies on large articles. Here,
the Minimal Transfer Policy performs at over 70% eciency and the Static User
Pro le Policy also performs consistently well.

5.3 Relative Merit Factor
The results of each of the respective eciency measures is as would be expected.
However, it is desirable to have a means for measuring the overall performance
of the policies with respect to both bandwidth and request eciency. Therefore
a merit factor was de ned, which is a weighted value based on the parameter .
This parameter takes on values between zero and one. It is de ned as
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Figure 5: Average Request Eciency (Typical User, Typical Articles)
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Figure 6: Average Request Eciency (Typical User, Large Articles)
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Merit Factor =
* Relative Bandwidth Eciency + (1 ? ) * Relative Request Eciency
The relative eciency measures represent the relative performance of each policy with respect to the Minimal Transfer Policy (always one extreme of performance) and the Transfer All Policy (always the other extreme of performance).
The value of allows di erent weights depending on whether bandwidth or request eciency is more important. In the case where = 0:5 the two concerns
are of equal weight. As shown in Figures 7 and 8, a value of = 0:5 causes both
the Minimal Transfer and Transfer All Policies to have a merit factor of 0.5. More
importantly, the gures show that the pro le-based policies (except for the Static
Eager Policy) are superior to either of the base policies. At cuto values of 80
or 90% the pro le-based policies show the best performance, particularly for large
articles.
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Figure 7: Average Merit Factor for = 0:5 (Typical User, Typical Articles)
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Figure 8: Average Merit Factor for = 0:5 (Typical User, Large Articles)

5.4 Header Components
Another potential improvement in bandwidth eciency is to enhance NNTP to
allow only preferred article headers to be transferred to the newsreader rather than
all headers. The capability for a user to de ne preferred headers was implemented
as part of our enhanced xrn newsreader. In most cases, users de ned a small
number of headers (e.g. From, Subject and Lines headers) leading to savings of
80-90% in terms of the number of header bytes and lines transferred. In terms of
the overall article this savings corresponds to 12-16 lines|about a half screen.

5.5 Latency
In other testing, we allowed users to use the various policies to read articles over
a simulated wireless network with a bandwidth of 14.4Kbps. The total delay
experienced by users reading an entire article was minimized with the Transfer All
Policy, but this policy caused many complaints in our subjective testing due to
the long delay in initially loading any article more than a few screens. In contrast,
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when the same users used the Minimal Transfer Policy they were satis ed with the
initial transfer time and did not see an appreciable change in the time to obtain
additional screen components.

6 Summary
Overall, the results of this work demonstrate that user pro le-based information
transfer policies can out-perform conventional policies in making more ecient
use of resources in a mobile computing environment. In this speci c research we
have used network news as a representative information domain and have shown
the resource savings that can be obtained for relatively simple policies acting on
selective transfer of header and screen components.
The results of this work also point to many directions of future work. Within
the network news domain we plan to examine pro les that take into account the
fact that articles are of di erent sizes. We have proposed generating not a single
user pro le, but a set of pro les|one for each article size [10]. Another direction
is to exploit the redundancy among information elements. It is common for the
contents of a news article to be included in subsequent articles. With a component
cache on the mobile host, this redundancy could be exploited.
The idea of di erent component qualities within an information element can
also be explored in other domains. Electronic mail is a similar domain as network
news. The retrieval of Web documents is also a ripe area for application of this
work. Finally, it is important to better explore how this idea of component-based
ltering relates to other work on semantic-based ltering. Certainly semanticbased ltering can eliminate uninteresting information elements, but even within
selected elements there is variable quality of the components.
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